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Abstract
The O-Plan2 Open Planning Architecture allows for three separate agents for Task Assignment,
Planning and Execution. Each O-Plan2 agent maintains a separate Plan State which consists of
the agent's predictive plan and a set of outstanding agent processing requirements in the form
of an Agenda. This agenda can represent plan aws or unsatised requests from a superior
agent, or still to be processed issues raised by a subordinate agent.
Previous work has dened a means to communicate task requirements, plans and partial plans
and execution information between the three agents in the form of Plan Patches. Plan Patches
may include additional agenda items destined for the receiving agent. An agent which accepts
a Plan Patch uses the information in it to augment or modify its local Plan State and Agenda
{ which in turn induces processing.
The Task Assignment agent in O-Plan2 tells the planner and execution agents when they can
create a plan for a nominated task and when a plan can be executed. This is done through a
simple menu interface today. It is intended that O-Plan2 will support Authority Management
in a more comprehensive and principled way in future. This document sets out background to
how such Authority Management could operate.
An example application relating to Non-combatant Evacuation Operations (NEOs) as undertaken for rapid response planning in the US Joint Planning and Execution Community is
provided. This is used to show how the proposed framework for the management of authority
in coordinating planning and execution can work in practice.

1 O-Plan2 Background
O-Plan was initially conceived as a project to provide an environment for specication, generation, interaction with, and execution of activity plans. O-Plan is intended to be a domainindependent general planning and control framework with the ability to embed detailed knowledge of the domain.
O-Plan grew out of the experiences of other research into ai planning, particularly with Nonlin
22] and \blackboard" systems 17]. The Readings in Planning volume 1] includes a taxonomy
of earlier planning systems which places O-Plan in relation to the in uences on its design. It
is assumed that the reader is familiar with these works as the bibliography does not cover all
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of them. The same volume 1] includes an introduction to the literature of ai planning. A
description of the rst O-Plan system (now referred to as O-Plan1) is provided in 6].
The O-Plan2 project began in 1989 and had the following new objectives:
to consider a simple \three agent" view of the environment for the research to clarify
thinking on the roles of the user(s), architecture and system. The three agents are the
task assignment agent, the planning agent and the execution agent.
to explore the thesis that communication of capabilities and information between the
three agents could be in the form of plan patches which in their turn are in the same form
as the domain information descriptions, the task description and the plan representation
used within the planner and the other two agents.
to investigate a single architecture that could support all three agent types and which
could support dierent plan representations and agent capability descriptions to allow for
work in task planning or resource scheduling.
to clarify the functions of components of a planning and control architecture.
to draw on the O-Plan1 experience and to improve on it especially with respect to ow
of control 24].
to provide an improved version of the O-Plan system suitable for use outside of Edinburgh
within Common Lisp, X-Windows and unix.
to provide a design suited to use on parallel processing systems in future.
O-Plan2 is incorporated within a blackboard-like framework for eciency reasons we have
chosen an agenda driven architecture. Items on the agendas represent outstanding tasks to be
performed during the planning process, and they relate directly to the set of aws identied as
existing within the emerging plan. A simple example of a aw is that of a condition awaiting
satisfaction, or an action requiring renement to a lower level. A controller chooses on each
processing cycle which aw to operate on next.
The O-Plan2 system is more fully described in 25] and 26]. The O-Plan2 architecture has also
been used as the basis for the tosca manufacturing scheduler 4].

2 Characterisation of O-Plan2
The O-Plan2 approach to command, planning, scheduling and control can be characterised as
follows:
successive renement/repair of a complete but awed plan or schedule
least commitment approach
using opportunistic selection of the focus of attention on each problem solving cycle
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building information incrementally in \constraint managers", e.g.,

{ eect/condition (teleology) manager
{ resource utilisation manager
{ time point network manager
{ object/variable manager
using localised search to explore alternatives where advisable
with global alternative re-orientation where necessary.
O-Plan2 is aimed to be relevant to the following types of problems:
project management for product introduction, systems engineering, construction, process
ow for assembly, integration and verication, etc.
planning and control of supply and distribution logistics.
mission sequencing and control of space probes such as voyager, ers-1, etc.
These applications t midway between the large scale manufacturing scheduling problems found
in some industries (where there are often few inter-operation constraints) and the complex
puzzles dealt with by very exible logic based tools. However, the problems of the targeted
type represent an important class of industrial relevance.

3 Task Assignment, Planning and Execution in O-Plan2
Edinburgh research on planning and control architectures is aimed at building a practical prototype system which can generate plans and can reliably execute the plans in the face of simple
plan failures. We are using our experiences in dealing with applications of AI planning techniques to practical projects to develop a planning system that closes the loop between planning
and executing. There have been some successes with previous attempts at closing the loop
11], 13], 16], 27], but often the plans generated were rather limited and not very exible. In
general, the complexities of the individual tasks of plan representation, generation, execution
monitoring and repair has led to research into each of these issues separately. In particular,
there is now a mismatch between the scale and capabilities of plan representations proposed for
real-time execution systems 14], 18] 20], and those that can be generated by today's ai planners. However, in most realistic domains the demand is for a system that can take a command
request, generate a plan, execute it and react to simple failures of that plan, either by repairing
it or by re-planning. Explicit knowledge about the structure of the plan, the contribution of the
actions involved and the reasons for performing plan modications at various stages of the plan
construction process, provides us with much of the information required for dealing with plan
failures. Such knowledge is also essential for further planning and re-planning by identifying
generalisations or contingencies that can be introduced into the plan in order to avoid similar
failures.
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One of the simplications most planners to date have made is to assume plans are constructed
with full knowledge of the capabilities of the devices under their control. Thus, executing
such plans involves the direct application of the activities within the plan by an execution
agent which has no planning capability. Unfortunately, unforeseen events will occur causing
failure of the current plan and a request for repair of the plan or re-planning directed at the
planning system. Building into the execution agent some ability to repair plans and to perform
further plan elaboration with a more detailed domain model would improve the problem solving
performance of the execution agent, especially when it is remote from the central planning
system.

3.1 The Scenario
The scenario we are investigating is as follows:
A user species a task that is to be performed through some suitable interface. We call
this process task assignment.
A planner plans and (if requested) arranges to execute the plan to perform the task
specied. The planner has knowledge of the general capabilities of a semi-autonomous
execution system but does not need to know about the detail of the actual activities that
execute the actions required to carry out the desired task.
The execution system seeks to carry out the detailed tasks specied by the planner while
working with a more detailed model of the execution environment than is available to the
task assigner and to the planner.
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Figure 1: Communication between Task Assignment, Planning and Execution Agents
Figure 1 shows the relationship between the three levels. We have deliberately simplied our
consideration to three agents with these dierent roles and with possible dierences of requirements for user availability, processing capacity and real-time reaction to clarify the research
objectives in our work.
The execution agent executes the plan by choosing the appropriate activities to achieve the
various sub-tasks within the plan, using its knowledge about the particular resources under its
control. Thus, the central planner communicates a general plan to achieve a particular task,
and responds to failures fed back from the execution agent which are in the form of aws in the
plan. The execution agent communicates with the real world by executing the activities within
the plan and responding to failures fed back from the real world. Such failures may be due to
the inappropriateness of a particular activity, or because the desired eect of an activity was
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not achieved due to an unforeseen event. The reason for the failure dictates whether the same
activity should be re-applied, replaced with other activities or whether re-planning should take
place.

3.2 Use of Dependencies
The use of dependencies within planning promises great benets for the overall performance
of a command, planning and control system particularly for plan representation, generation,
execution and repair.
The notion of the teleology of a plan, which we call the Goal Structure 22], refers to the
dependencies between the preconditions and postconditions of activities involved in the plan.
Although, such dependencies have been shown to be useful for describing the internal structure of the plan and for monitoring its execution 13], 23], there has been no comprehensive
discussion of their use in all aspects of plan generation, execution monitoring and plan repair.
Intention based knowledge-rich plan representations of this type were used as the basis for the
design of an Interactive Planning Assistant 2] 12] for the UK Alvey planit Club. This allowed
for browsing, explaining and monitoring of plans represented in a more useful form than that
provided in conventional computer based planning support tools. More recently, O-Plan2 style
plan representations were used within the optimum-aiv system 3] for spacecraft assembly,
integration and verication at the European Space Agency in work conducted by a consortium
of which aiai was a part.
Early work on Decision Graphs 15] at Edinburgh has shown how the explicit recording of the
decisions involved in the planning process could be used for suggesting where and how much
re-planning should take place when unforeseen situations make the current plan fail. Some
work to link these ideas with Nonlin was undertaken during the mid 1970's 7].

4 Representing and Communicating Plans
This section describes the representation of plans and agent plan states in O-Plan2 and the way
in which parts of the plan state of one agent can be extracted and communicated (as a patch)
to the plan state of another agent.

4.1 Plan States
One of the most important problems which needs to be addressed in any planning system is
that of plan representation. An O-Plan2 agent's plan state holds a complete description of a
plan at some level of abstraction. The plan state also contains a list of the current aws in the
plan. Such aws could relate to abstract actions that still must be expanded before the plan
is considered valid for passing on for execution, unsatised conditions, unresolved interactions,
overcommitments of resource, time constraint faults, etc. The Plan State can thus stand alone
from the control structure of the ai planner in that it can be saved and restored, passed to
another agent, etc.
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At any stage, a plan state represents an abstract view of a set of actual plans that could
be generated within the constraints it contains. Alternative lower level actions, alternative
action orderings and object selections, and so on are aggregated within a high level Plan State
description.
Task Formalism (tf) (as used in Nonlin and O-Plan) is a declarative language for expressing
action schemata, for describing task requests and for representing the nal plan. It allows time
and resource constraints in the domain to be modelled. The planner can take a plan state as a
requirement (created by a tf Compiler from the user provided task specication in tf) and can
use a library of action schemata or generic plan state fragments (themselves created by the tf
Compiler from a domain description provided by the user) to transform the initial plan state
into one considered suitable for termination. This nal plan state could itself be decompiled
back into a tf description if required.
Our design intention for O-Plan2 is that any plan state (not just the initial task) can be created
from a tf description and vice versa. This was not fully achieved in the O-Plan1 prototype 6],
but this remains our goal.
The O-Plan2 design allows for dierent plan state representations in the dierent agents. Task
Formalism is particularly suited to the representation of a plan state within the planner agent
and, hence, to act as a basis for communication to the planner's superior (task assignment)
and subordinate (execution system) agents. The actual plan state inside the task assignment
and execution system agents is likely to dier to that within the planner. For example, the
execution system may be based on more procedural representations as are found in languages
like prs (the Procedural Reasoning System 14]) and may allow iteration, conditionals, etc.
We believe that the basic notions described above can serve us well as a basis for an attack on the
problem of coordinated command, planning and execution in continuously operating domains.
There must be a means incrementally to communicate plan related information between the
agents involved with commanding, planning and executing plans - each of which will have their
own level of model of the current command environment, plan and execution environment. We
will explore the properties that we must seek from our basic notions in the following sections.

4.2 Plan Patches
The requirement for asynchronously operating planners and execution agents (and indeed users
and the real world) means that it is not appropriate to consider that a plan requirement is set,
passed on for elaboration to the planner and then communicated to a waiting execution agent
which will seek to perform the actions involved. Instead, all components must be considered
to be operating independently and maintaining themselves in some stable mode where they are
responsive to requests for action from the other components. For example, the execution agent
may have quite elaborate local mechanisms and instructions to enable it to maintain a device
(say a spacecraft or a manufacturing cell) in a safe, healthy, responsive state. The task then is
to communicate some change that is requested from one component to another and to insert
an appropriate alteration in the receiver such that the tasks required are carried out.
Our approach is to combine the ideas above to dene an Incremental Plan State with three
components:
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a plan patch,
plan patch aws as an agenda of processing requirements,
plan patch attachment points.
Such Incremental Plan States are used for two way communication between the task assigner
and the planner and between the planner and the execution agent. The O-Plan2 Plan State
structures and aw repertoire has been extended to cope, initially, with a dumb execution agent
that can simply dispatch actions to be carried out and receive fault reports against a nominated
set of conditions to be explicitly monitored (as described in 23]). In future research, the Plan
State data structures and aw repertoire will be extended again to cope with a semi-autonomous
execution agent with some capability to further elaborate the Incremental Plan States and to
deal locally with re-planning requirements 19].
We dene a Plan Patch as a modied version of the type of Plan State used in O-Plan1. It
has some similarity to an operator or action expansion schema given to an ai planning system
in that it is an abstracted or high level representation of a part of the task that is required of
the receiver using terminology relevant to the receiver's capabilities. This provides a simplied
or black-box view of possibly quite detailed instructions needed to actually perform the action
(possibly involving iterators and conditionals, etc). Complex execution agent representational
and programming languages can be handled by using this abstracted view (e.g., 14], 18]). For
example, reliable task achieving behaviours which included contingencies and safe state paths
to deal with unforeseen events could be hidden from the planner by communication in terms of
a simplied and more robust model of the execution operations 16].
Outstanding aws in the Plan Patch are communicated along with the patch itself. However,
these aws must be those that can be handled by the receiver.
It can be seen that the arrangement above (mostly assumed to refer to the communication between a planner and execution agent) also re ects the communication that takes place between
a task assigner and the planner in an O-Plan2 type ai planner. Requiring rather more eort is
the investigation of suitable Plan Patch constructs to allow execution errors to be passed back
to the planner or information to be passed back to the task assigner, but we believe that this
is a realistic objective.
There is a need to communicate the points at which the Plan Patch should be attached into
the full Plan State in the receiver. The sender and receiver will be operating asynchronously
and one side must not make unreasonable assumptions about the internal state of the other.
Metric time is a simple means to give an attachment point as all agents can share the notion of
a real-time clock. However, the use of metric time as an attachment point lacks exibility. It
gives the receiver little information about the real intentions behind the orderings placed on the
components of the Plan Patch. It will, in some cases, be better to communicate plan patches
relative to the Goal Structure 22] of the receiver or qualied in some other way to give the
receiver more exibility.
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4.3 Plan Transactions
The overall architecture must ensure that an Incremental Plan State can be understood by the
receiver and is accepted by it for processing. This means that all the following are understood
by the receiver:
plan patch description is clear,
plan patch aws can be handled by the receiver's Knowledge Sources,
plan patch attachment points are understood.
It is important that the sender and receiver (whether they are the user and the ai planner, the
planner and the execution agent, or one of the reverse paths) can coordinate to send and accept
a proposed Incremental Plan State which the receiver must assimilate into its own Plan State.
We propose to use transaction processing methods to ensure that such coordination is achieved.
We have created some specic aw types and Knowledge Sources in the various components
(task assignment, ai planner and execution agent) to handle the extraction and dispatch (as an
Incremental Plan State) of a part of an internal Plan State in one component, and the editing
of such an Incremental Plan State into the internal Plan State of the receiver. The \extraction" Knowledge Sources must be supplied with information on the Plan Patch description,
aw types and attachment points that the receiver will accept. This constitutes the primary
source of information about the capabilities of the receiver that the sender has available and
its representation will be an important part of the research.
Communication \guards" will ensure that the a priori criteria for acceptance of an Incremental
Plan State for processing by the receiver's Knowledge Sources are checked as part of the Plan
Transaction. It may also be the case that initial information about urgency will be able to be
deduced from this acceptance check to prioritise the ordering of the new aws with respect to
the existing entries on the agenda in the receiver.

5 Example { NEO Missions
This section described an example application which is used to show how the proposed framework for the management of authority in coordinating planning and execution can work in
practice.
Non-combatant Evacuation Operations (NEOs) are undertaken to provide rapid response to a
variety of circumstances, including natural disasters, requiring the evacuation of civilians from
trouble zones. NEO operations are often characterised by the need for rapid deployment of
equipment and personnel, often involving multiple military and civil aid agencies, to ensure the
timely availability of eective aid.
Crisis action planning procedures are used by the US Joint Planning and Execution Community
for such circumstances 10]. This section establishes the terminology used for the planning
and execution of Non-combatant Evacuation Operations (NEOs) in a form which is useful in
addressing research issues at Edinburgh.
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This simple evacuation operation shows the development of a plan for Non-combatant Evacuation Operation (neo) from a hypothetical island named Pacica. Though this scenario is
completely ctious, the objectives, issues addressed, and underlying data are intended to be
suciently realistic for the research. Publicly available United States Transportation Command
Operations (USTRANSCOM) documents (see 8, 9]) were used as guides to determine some of
the factors used in the examples.

5.1 NEO Mission Plan Options
It is customary to develop a small number of dierent plan options or Courses of Action (COAs)
during the preparation for a NEO mission.

5.2 NEO Mission Phases
The generic phases of a NEO mission are:
Mobilise
-

Deploy

Employ
-

-

@

Terminate

;

Sustain

@

@R

;

;

In practice, phases overlap in time in a \ladder" fashion. For example, some employment can
take place before all deployment is complete.

5.3 NEO Mission Levels
There are a number of levels of renement of a plan for a NEO mission. These relate to the
dierent levels of the COA development process:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Select mission type (e.g., scale of military operation).
Identify specic threats and locations.
Select employment operations, forces and destinations.
Add deployment actions for all units.
Add location information and compute main movement durations.
Add further airlift and sealift movements and durations.
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Further renement of the plan to add sustainment actions may then be done.
There are two levels of plan which can be stored and retrieved within the military planning
community and are commonly referred to:

CONPLAN is a concept plan (developed down to level 3).
OPLAN is a detailed plan (developed down to level 6). It may be a development of a previous
CONPLAN.

5.4 JCS Authority Orders
Authority to plan and execute plans is provided by the Joint Chiefs of Sta (JCS) to a Commander in Chief (CINC) with respect to a specic mission via a series of orders. See section
7 of 10] for more details. A simplied outline of the progression of orders is shown here. In
practice, it is possible to omit the planning order in some circumstances and some earlier orders
may be omitted by going straight to later orders with higher authority levels.
Warning
Order
-

Alert
Order
-

Execute
Order
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?

-

Planning
Order
-

Authority management occurs via the issue of these orders and controls the ow between
agencies and people responsible for task assignment, planning and execution in the US military
planning and execution community.
In terms of planning and execution authority the orders have the following meaning:
authority to
authority to
plan to level execute mission phases
WARNING CONPLAN
NONE
PLANNING OPLAN
NONE
ALERT
OPLAN
MOBILISE
EXECUTE
OPLAN
ALL
Specic authority over planning levels and the external exposure of planning operations is
important as even knowledge of the decision to create a plan to deal with some occurrence
can have an impact on the occurrence itself (e.g., it may be possible to counter a threat by
preparing a plan and making it public).
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6 O-Plan2 Support for Authority Management
At the moment the Task Assignment agent in O-Plan2 tells the planner and execution agents
when they can create a plan for a nominated task and when a plan can be executed. This is
done through a simple menu interface today.
It is intended that O-Plan2 will support authority management in a more comprehensive and
principled way in future. This section describes the way in which this is being done.

6.1 O-Plan2 Concept Extensions
O-Plan2 will support:
the notion of separate plan options which are individually specied task requirements, plan
environments and plan elaborations. The Task Assignment agent can create as many as
required. The plan options may contain the same task1 with dierent search options or
may contain a dierent task and environmental assumptions. It is possible to have only
one plan option as the minimum2 .
the notion of plan phases. These are individually provided actions or events stated explicitly in the top level task description given by the Task Assignment agent. Greater
precision of authority management is possible by specifying more explicit phases at the
task level. It is possible to have only one \phase" in the task as the minimum3 .
the notion of plan levels. Greater precision of authority management is possible by specifying more explicit levels in the domain Task Formalism (tf). It is possible to have only
one \level" in the domain as the minimum.
for each \phase", planning will only be done down to an authorised \level" at which
point planning will suspend leaving appropriate agenda entries until deeper planning
authorisation is given.
execution will be separately authorised for each \phase".
The planner agent will only need to be able to refer to code numbers for plan options (1
upwards), phases (node numbers in the current plan option), and levels (0 upwards). Domain
related names that are meaningful to the user may be associated with these numbers through
the Task Assignment agent.
New Task Formalism forms and simple extensions to existing forms will support authority
management in O-Plan2.
Changes of authority are possible via Task Assignment agent communication to the Planner
agent. This is in the context of a current plan option and task provided previously. No tf for
changing authorities is envisaged at this stage.
Multiple conjunctive tasks in one scenario is also possible.
Plan options may be established and explicitly switched between by the Task Assignment agent.
3
In fact any sub-component of any task schema or other schema included by task expansion in a plan can be
referred to as a \phase" within the O-Plan2 planner agent. This can be done by referring to its node number.
1
2
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6.2 Task Formalism Extensions
The O-Plan2 team at Edinburgh are actively revising O-Plan2 Task Formalism (tf) and in
particular are trying to simplify some of the notions and to relate them better to existing
software engineering and systems engineering requirements capture and modelling languages
and methods (like IDEF, CORE, HOOD, etc). This revision is incorporating facilities for
authority management.
The main item in tf is a schema which describes an action and its decomposition to a lower level
of detail. O-Plan2 allows for this same type of representation to be used for task descriptions,
plans, partial plans, action schemas and other operators or primitive actions.
A tf schema re ects our \triangle" model of an activity. The vertical dimension re ects action
(or plan or task) decomposition, the horizontal dimension re ects time. Inputs and Outputs are
split into three principal categories (authority, eects/conditions4 and resources). Arbitrarily
complex modelling is possible in all dimensions. \Types" are used to further dierentiate the
inputs and outputs and their semantics.
activity
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\Entry" to the model can be from any of the three points in the triangle model. From the
top vertex to ask for action (or plan or task) decompositions, from the right to ask for actions
(or plans or tasks) satisfying or providing the output requirement (a desired eect or \goal"
to satisfy a condition), a required resource, or a needed authority. These two sides are used
mostly by our planners to date. The third side can re ect triggering conditions for an action (or
plan or task) and will be needed when improved independent processes (made up of unplanned
events) are modelled (as in Drabble's Excalibur system prototype 11]).
4

Plan Teleology { the Causal or Goal Structure of the plan
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6.3 Task Assignment Agent User Interface
The Task Assignment agent of O-Plan2 will support authority management in a task setting
framework. To establish an appropriate basis for future developments and allow for some
initial internal support for authority management to be incorporated, the Task Assignment
agent interface for version 2.1 will re ect the use of plan options, phases, levels and authority.
For example:
Domain: pacifica
Status: plan option 1 - planning ...
Task: Operation_Blue_Lagoon
Authority: plan(all=inf), execute(all=no)

A HARDY-based5 user interface to the Task Assignment agent which contains support for
authority management is being designed and prototyped at Edinburgh.

7 Summary
This paper has introduced the requirement to clarify the explicit authorisation of planning and
execution where separate command/task assignment, tactical planning and operational execution agents are involved. It is argued that this can improve coordination between such agents in
a distributed environment. Clarity of specication of the assigned task and an understanding
of the current authority to proceed to generate more detailed plans or to execute all or part of
the plan can be a valuable aid to coordination.
The paper has described the need to identify a small number of explicit plan related concepts
which can be referred to unambiguously between the various agents. These are: plan options,
plan phases and plan levels. With these concepts, eective coordination at various levels of
control can be achieved.
The work and the plan related concepts introduced have been related to an example application
in military Non-combatant Evacuation Operations (NEOs).

5

HARDY is a C++ based diagraming aid and hypermedia tool from AIAI.
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